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More PageMaps to Kick-Start Your Creativity!Even the most imaginative people get stumped

sometimes. Author and artist Becky Fleckâ€™s easy-to-use sketches will help get you over the

hurdle with 92 brand new sketches for traditional and digital layouts, greeting cards, mini albums

and home dÃ©cor items. In addition, youâ€™ll find new artwork for over 140 incredible layouts and

projects in a variety of sizes that will inspire your own artistic creations.- Discover new layout

sketches and artwork from the author of Scrapbook PageMaps, including a full chapter devoted to

greeting cards.- Learn to use sketches to focus and coordinate your ideas whenever youâ€™re

feeling overwhelmed by materials, photos and journaling.- Take your favorite sketches along with

you! Included are 64 travel-size sketch cards for easy planning wherever you get inspired.- Learn

new techniques and methods with easy to follow step-by-step instructions.- Find â€œEye Spyâ€• tips

from the author that point out the unique, unusual and unexpected elements you can use to make

any page even more special. If youâ€™re feeling stumped with how to use that special photo, or if

you just canâ€™t decide how to use those beautiful supplies, Scrapbook PageMaps 2 will help you

tell your story!
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I bought the other book in this series but didn't know that they had a 2nd book, I took a chance and

ordered this one also. This book is ok, I do like it, not as much as the other book for a few reasons:

1. This book is more for card making and single page scrapbookers (I like 2 page layouts, which

they do have in this book, just not as many) 2. The cards in the back of the book didn't come with a

box as the first book did (It has holes in the upper left corner for a binding ring - not included) 3. The

book arrived a day later than expected - not a deal breaker, but it is nice when they come on time. 4.

Two of the corners of the book were bent upon delivery - I can only guess that they were damaged

in delivery, but who knows. The damage was minor and of little consequence, but in combination

with the other issues, I feel that this is a fair review.

Bought for a gift. She loved it.

I really do like the concept of the "Page Map" books. The quality of the book is nice. The majority of

the cards were taken out and that was not stated when I bought my copy. With that said that is the

reason for the 4 stars and not the 5 stars. I wanted mine kept in!. Oh well Becky Fleck makes some

great templates to follow if you ever lack any imagination or just plain get stuck! That is were I was

and my reason for purchasing this book. I find it visually stimulating and it is easy to scraplift from in

my opinion.

They are so cool, not only are they packed with layouts (page maps) but also many completed

pages using the layouts. And they come with cards you pop out with the page map on one side and

the finished sample on the other.They have 12x12, A4 horizontal, A4 vertical, 12x12 double pages,

A4 double pages and a few card layouts too! The layouts use anything from 1 to 10 photos in a

page map and for all the different sized sketches. One of the best things I like about these page

maps is they have the size of the photos to use, how easy is that!There are about 60 page maps

(cards) in each book. The first ones don't have a ring or hole but come with a box to store them in

and the second comes with holes ready to put onto a ring, a much better idea so you can take them

wherever you go, even when shopping for supplies! I put holes in the first lot and added a ring as

preferred this to a box... easy to flick through.....They have only just arrived today and I am still

wowing at them as they are the best scrapbooking books I have seen to date! I am not quite a

scrapbooker yet (cardmaker wanting to make the transition) and I can see already that these books

are going to help turn me into a great scrapbooker!



I have been wanting this for a while now and finally got it. I have been a big fan of pagemaps.com

and figured this book was going to be just as inspriational. I love the cards in the back of the book.

The pictures on the cards are in a color and are a good thing to have when going to crops. I haven't

finished looking through the book yet but can't wait to finish it. It's definately my new favorite thing.

.com has it the cheapest anywhere, Michaels & Barnes and Noble wanted full price for it. And the

free shipping was a plus.

I received this book yesterday, and am thoroughly thrilled with it's contents. Though it took a long

time to arrive, because I asked for the cheapest shipping, it was worth the wait. The shipper had it

specially package and so it arrive in mint condition. It just made my day. I will have hours and hours

of fun looking at the glossy pages full of rich details. Thanks so much for your excellent service.

Becky Fleck is the BEST!!! Beginners will enjoy the helpful suggestions, and more experienced

scrappers will benefit from the bursts of inspiration.

I have Page Maps 1 so I purchased Page Maps 2. I was worth every cent. I just love the tear out

cards in the back of the book. It lets you have the book at your fingertips in a post card size

reference. I would highly recommend this book to any scrapbooker. You can go to the page maps

website to get new page maps every month. Becky Fleck is a remarkable women and she is well

worth supporting!

I'm a newbie at scrapbooking and I must say the Scrapbook Page Maps 2 that I gotten was a real

insight and a help on ideas for my own scrapbook pages. The designs in there are great. What I

would like better is if there are more details on how certain things are done eg journaling.I've

completed 1 project using canvas that I lifted from the Page Maps 2. Will definitely be referring to

the book as I continue my scrapbooking.
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